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QUESTION: 72 
In a Lotus Domino environment with an active ID vault, how should an administrator 
successfully issue key roll-overs? 

A. The administrator should issue the key roll-over, which updates the ID vault and then the 
user ID file 
B. The administrator should issue the key roll-over, which updates the user ID file and then 
the ID vault 
C. The user should issue the key roll-over request, the administrator approves the request, 
and the user ID gets updated and then the ID vault is 
D. updated 
E. The user should issue the key roll-over request, the administrator approves the request, 
and the ID vault gets updated and then the user ID file 
F. is updated 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 73 
A user ID can be uploaded to a vault if a parent certifier of the user ID has issued a vault 
trust certificate certifying its trust of the vault and if the associated user's effective policy has 
which of the following? 

A. A shared organizational unit certifier 
B. The user's home server is the same as the vault server 
C. A Security Settings document that specifies the vault name 
D. The user is a member of a dynamic group specifying the vault name 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 74 
Protection against unauthorized downloads of ID downloads from a vault is managed with 
passwords. If incorrect consecutive passwords are specified during one day inan attempt to 
download an ID file from a vault to a client, downloads are disabled for that ID for the day. 
What is the number of attempts allowed before the downloads are disabled? 

A. Three 
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B. Five 
C. Ten 
D. Twenty 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 75 
After enabling DAOS for a mail database on your server, which of the following compact 
tasks must be run on the database to complete the initialization for DAOS on that database? 

A. In-place 
B. Copy-style 
C. Revert database 
D. Discard view indexes 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 76 
Halle, the Domino administrator, has been asked by Human Resources to retrieve an ID 
from the vault for a previous user that is no longer listed in the Domino Directory. Which of 
the following represents the steps she must take to retrieve this ID file? 

A. She must open the ID vault and search manually through the vault documents for the user 
ID in question 
B. She must register the user to create a new person document, apply the user policy for the 
ID vault, and then begin the extraction process 
C. She must select any person record from the Domino Directory and manually type the 
name of the previous user when prompted by the extraction process 
D. She must temporarily create a person record in the Domino Directory for the previous user 
name and then select that person document to retrieve the ID 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 77 
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In which of the following scenarios would the Notes client push an updated copy of a user 
ID file to the server ID vault? 

A. When the user changes home servers 
B. When the user adds an Internet certificate 
C. When the user changes the logoff timeout on his or her Notes client 
D. When the user accepts a cross certificate to another Notes domain 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 78 
Your company, ACME Marble, has users located around the globe, and organizational unit 
certifiers have been created for each geographic area. You have created an IDvault for the 
/ACMEMarble organization level that is replicated as well as geographic vaults for 
Americas, Europe, Asia, and Australia on servers located in those regions. If a user in 
Europe has a vault policy, in which of the following vaults will the ID be placed? 

A. The local vault for Europe will collect the user ID 
B. The conflict will not allow any ID to be collected by a vault 
C. The ID will be placed in both the geographic and the organizational vaults 
D. The main vault for /ACMEMarble overrides the geographic vaults and will collect the ID 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 79 
Password reset certificates are utilized to authorize people to reset user passwords with the 
Reset Password tool. To which of the following can you NOT issue a password reset 
certificate? 

A. Individuals 
B. Organizations 
C. A directory group 
D. Organizational units 

Answer: C 
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QUESTION: 80
 
Vanessa wishes to control ID file downloads from the ID vault by requiring authorization.
 
Which of the following would allow this action?
 

A. Set the download limit to 0, and raise it when necessary for users 
B. Configure a DDM event that notifies administrators of ID file download attempts 
C. Specify an administrator group in the ID vault profile to be notified of a download attempt 
D. Configure the Administration Process to request specified administrator approval before 
allowing downloads 

Answer: A 
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